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APPENDIX B

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

inspection Report: 50-45B/92-30

Operating License: NPF-47

Licensee: Gulf States Utilities
P.O. Box 2E0
St. Francisville, Louisiana 70775

Facility Name: River Bend Station

Inspection At: St. Francisville, Louisiana

Inspection Cond" od: August 16 through September 26, 1992

Inspectors: E. J. Ford, Senior ilsident Inspector
D. P. Loveless, Resident Inspector
J. E. Whittemo ', Senior Reactor Inspector
H. F. Bundy, Senior Reactor Inspector

ID bApprove &
~ ell Efif^ Tr6aect Section C Date' 'P. H. I

Inspection Summar.y

Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of onsite followup of
events, operational safety ver.fication, maintenance and surveillance
observations, engineered safety feature system walkdown, review of reliable
decay heat rr ' oval during outages, verification of plant records, followup of
corrective actions for a violation, and onsite review of licensee event
reports.

Results:

e The licensee identified and corrected the cause of the three shutdown
cooling isolations and addressed the generic aspects of the failures
(paragraphs 2.1.1, 2.1.3, and 2.1.4).

-Plant management's response to the approach of Hurricane Andrew wase
good. Relevant concerns were addressed and appropriate storm
preparations were made. Throughout the period of storm preparation and
actual storm conditions, the shift supervisors on duty performed

,

competently and professionally (paragraph 2.2).

e Poor communications with the NRC were observed prior to and following
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the reactor scram on September 11. The licensee did not notify the
resident inspectors of the impending plant shutdown, and the scram was
not reported until the NRC intervened (paragraph 2.3).

* The operators' routine activities and connunications in the control room
were good (paragraph 3.1).

Housekeeping on the Division I diesel generator was poor, including oil*

and jacket water leaks (paragraph 3.2).

e One violation was identified for failure to control safeguards
..iformation outside the protected area (paragraph 3.3).

e Control of radiation protection areas and radiation protection
activities in general were considered to be good (paragraph 3.4).

* The engineering backlog rF review items was noted to be stable or
decreasing, which was a strength (paragraph 3.5).

The operators maintained the plant in a controlled, stable condition,e
with one minor exception during both plant startups this inspection
period (paragraph 3.6).

The licensee performed an excellent lessons learned review of the powere
oscillation event at Washington Public Power Supply System
(paragraph 3.7).

e Electric-1 technicians were knowledgeable of the maintenance activity
observed and maintained control over the work. The control of lifted
leads and the quality control coverage was good. An appropriate
postmaintenance test was performed (paragraph 4.1).

* During the surveillance observation, the chemist was kr<owledgeable of
his procedural requirements and performed the appropriate valve
manipulations (paragraph 5.1).

e One local reactor water cleanup system control panel exhibited poor
housekeeping and lack of management attention to a long-term plant
problem. The remainder of the reactor water cleanup system was in
proper alignment and in good material condition (paragraph 6.1).

e The inspector determined that the licenset had evaluated those
activities which had the potential for contributing significantly to a
loss of capability to remove decay heat from the reactor during outages.
The licensee efforts have significantly effected a reduction of the
overall shutdown risk at the River Bend Station (paragraph 7).

e The practices of individuals performing surveillances cad log entries at
River Bend Station were appropriate and no discrepancies were identified

. _ _ _ .
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when reviewed against security access records (paragraph 8.2).

e One noncited violation was identified 'or failure to maintain fire watch
route logs in accordance with fire p action procedures
(paragraph 8.3).

Summary of Insp_ection Findings:

e Violation 458/9230-01 was opened (paragraph 3.3).

* A nonci+ed violation was ident- , paragraph 8).

* Violation 458/9126-0 was closed (paragraph 9.1).

e Licensee Event Reports 91-018, 92-016, and 92-017 were closed
(paragraph 10).

Attachments:

e Attachment 1 - Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting

Nmo
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DETAILS

1 PLANT STATUS

At the beginning of this inspection period, the reactor was in Mode 4 and the
plant was in Day 157 of the fourth refueling outage.

On September 6, 1992, the reactor mode switch was turned to the startup/ hot
standby position, which placea the reactor in Mode 2. The reactor was taken
critical 3 hours later.

On September 8, the reactor mode switch was turned to the run position, wh.ch
placed the reactre in Mode 1. Following main turbine / generator testing, the
aenerator outpe'. breaker was closed, eading River Bend Station's fourth
refueling outage.

On September 11, the operators reduced reactor power to 61 percent and
inserted a manual scram. The operators had been receiving increased
Rectrculation Pump A bearing temperatures and tripped the pump for equipment
protection. The plant was then placed in cold shutdown for repairs.

On September 15, the reactor was again taken critical. Power escalation was
commenced and the reactor achieved 100 percent power on September 16.

On September 25, the licensee removed reactor Feedwater Pump C from service
due to high vibration. Reactor power was reduced to 80 percent.

At the end of this inspection period, the reactor was in Mode 1, at 80 percent
power, steady-state operations.

2 ONSITE FOLLOWUP OF EVENTS (93702)

2.1 Engineered Safety Features Actuations

2.1.1 Isolation During Welding Activities

On August 16, 1992, shutdown cooling was lost when Containment Isolation
Valves lE12*H0VF009 and IE12*MOVF053 isolated. The licensee rer,orted that
welding activities were in progress in the Residual Heat Removal System B pump -
cubirle. However, during an investigation of the events docume,.ted in
paragraphs 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 of this report, the licensee identified a loose
terminal sonnection on leakage detection temperature instrumentation, which
may have also caused this event.

The licensee stopped the welding, reset the isolation, and restored the
residual heat removal system to normal operation in shutdown cooling-mode.
The total time that shutdown cooling was secured was approximately 12 minutes.

The systems responded as designed during the event with no increase in reactor
vessel temperatures indicated.
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2.1.2 Blown Fuse During Surveillance Testing

On August 19, four fuses failed during the performance of Surveillance Test
Procedure STP-058-4802, " Primary Containment Isolation System Manual
Initiation Switches Time Response Test." This action caused nine containment
isolation dampers to stroke closed. As a result, drywell and containment
sumps overflowed and the auxiliary building and the fuel building ventilation
systems isolated. All actuations occurred as designed upon loss of power.

TN licensee stated that the Division 11 isolation signal was expected during
the testiiig; however, it was not expected for the dampers to stroke closed.
The licensee's investigation did not reveal a similar occurrence during any
previous perfo nance of-the test. The licensee performed electrical current
measurements and determined that the fuses vere adequate, within their present
configuration.

The licensee's investigation to identify a root cause for the fuse failures
was indeterminate. The licensee added a-caution to alert the operators of the
potential for fuse failures prior to the next scheduled performance of
STP-058-4802.

2.1.3 Loss of leakage Detection System Power Supply

On September 5, an isolation occurred of t' e residual heat removal system
Sht.tdown Cooling Inboard Isolation Valve 1E12*MOVF009. This resulted in a
loss of shutdown cooling for 45 m,nutes.

The isolation occurred when the 24-Vdc power supply deenergized. When Fuse
E31-F24 was touched by a technician during troubleshooting, power was
immediately restored. The fuse was not blown and r,o loose connection could be
found. The isolation was reset and shutdown cooling was restored. No

increased coolant temperature was observed.

2.1.4 Isolation During Troubleshooting of Previous Event

following the event documented in paragraph 2.1.3 above, on September 5, while
troubleshooting for the cause of the event, a system engineer moved a wire in
Pancl lH13*P642A. Ihis action caused the Shutdown Cooling Inboard Isolation
Valve IE12*M0VF009 to again close and the Residual Heat Removal Pump A to
trip.

Movement of this wire caused a deenergization of a pc~rtion of the leakage
detection instruments for shutdown cooling. The. system engineer moved the
wire to its previous position, allowing the reenergization of the leak
detection instruments. After the power was restored, Valve IE12*M0VF009 was
opened and deenergized to prevent further loss of shutdown cooling and
Panel lH13*P642A was locked closed to prevent inadvertent wire movement.

The licensee wrote Maintenance Work Order R152276 to troubleshoot and repair
i the bad terminations. The licensee determined that the lead on Terminal 1 of

.
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Fuse E31-F7B was extremely loose and was not making good electrical contact
with the terminal . The leads were relanded by electrical technicians.

The licensee evaluated the electrical arrangement of Terminal 1 of
Fuse E31-F78 and determined that this was the cause of the engineered safety
features actuations. When the terminal block was moved or bumped, it woulo
cause the connection to open. When the lead was not connected, it caused a
loss of power to the trip unitr, which in turn caused the isolation of the
Division Il residual heat removal system valve.

The licensee had previously issued Condition Report 92-0754 to documant loose
or 1mproperly connected leads in the control room. The inspector reviewed the
condition report and determined that the generic aspects of loose control room
leads was being addressed.

2.2 Licensee Actions in Response to Inclement Weather

Regional inspectors arrived on site the morning of August 25, 1992, to monitor
the licensee's preparations for impending adverse weather conditions
anticipated from Hurricane Andrew. A second function of the inspectors was to
continually monitor the facility status during the storm and provide updated
information to NRC Region IV and Headquarters operations centers. In the
afternoon, they attended a licensee hurricane preparation status meeting. At
the time, the National Weather Service was projecting sustained winds of
45 mph with higher gusts at Baton Rouge. The most severe conditions were
expected to occur in the early morning hours of August 26.

Several concerns were discussed at the licensee's meeting. The list of
~~ ~

concerns included possible loss of offsite power and potable water, tornadoes,
flooding, and impassable roads. Licensee management stated that employees,

were expected to report to their normal shifts unless good judgment,
supervisory contact, or public service advisories dictated otherwise.
Declaration of a Notification of Unusual Event was to occur at 74 mph
sustained winds or based upon the judgment of the shift supervisor.

The plant was at the end of an extended outage with reactor coolant system
temperature less than 100oF. The licensee stated that several hours would be
available to recover shutdown cooling prior to boiling in the reactor core
should it be lost. Preparations were in progress to place the plant and
equipment in a safe condition. The inspectors observeo tlat relevant concerns
were being addressed and appropriate storm preparations were being made.

Ac waather conditions worsened, the inspectors maintained continual contact
lth the shif t supervisor and other shift management per >no ', as well as the
Aegion IV incident response center. The inspectors were ia1 ally concerned
that emergency response personnel might not be able to cuou t to the plant if

the emergency response 7ecilities were activated because nf .dverse highway
driving conditions. Hewever, they found that augmented staf'ing, including an
additional shift supervisor, had been impicaented. Senior mtnagemeri was
obs;rved to be on site prior to the onset of severe weather. The staffing

.
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appeared adequate for the circumstances. All fuel and water-tanks had been
topped off and a 5000 gallon tanker of diesel fuel oil was available for
backup. Preparations had been made in accordance with Abnormal Operating
Procedure A0P-0029, " Severe Weather Operation."

Because of deteriorating weather conditions and a number of weather-related
incidents, the shift supervisor declared a Notification of Unusual Event at
9:37 a.m. on August 26. Sustained wind velocity was considerably below the
threshold specified in the licensee's emergency plan implementing procedures
(74 mph). The inspectors considered this to be a prudent action. The
classification was exited at 2:40 p.m. the same day, when weather conditions
had improved. The facility received some minor damage from the storm. The

'

following is a list of the more significant losses:

Minor damage to the turbine building siding was detected by thee
licensee.

* The roof was blown off the badging trailer.

* Power from the Grant substation was lost. - This resulted in power loss
to numerous office buildings and support facilities.

* The Unit 2 reactor vessel shed roof was blown off.

None of this damage constituted a direct threct to plant safety. After
standdown from the Notification of Unusual Event, the shift supervisor began
compiling Condition Report 92-0728 tc irientify all storm-related damage and
problems incurred by the facility. Throughout the period of storm preparation
and actual storm conditions, the inspectors observed that the shif t
supervisors on duty performed compt.tently and professionally.

2.3 Reactor Scram for Pump Protection

On September 11, 1992, the operators received indications of bearing failures
in the Reactar Recirculation Pump A motor. As conditions got worse, the
licensee began a controlled reactor shutdown. At approximately 5:30 p.m., the
operators determinec that the rate of temperature increase in the bearings was
too high. A decision was made to rapidly reduce power to approximately
60 percent and shut down the pump. At 6:11 p.m., with the reactor at
61 percent power, the operators tripped the pump and verified that it tripped
utilizing the average power range monitors. One minute later, the operators
scrammed the reactor. All safety-related systems operated as expected
following the scram.

The resident inspectors were not notified of the impending reactor shutdown by
the licensee. Afuc the scram, a licensee representative called the inspector
about a related topic, and the inspector responded to the site.

Upon arriving at the site, the inspector determined that the licensee had not

__. _ . _ . .
-
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reported the event to the NRC Operations Center. 10 CFR'Part 50.72 (b)(2)(ii)
requires that the licensee shall notify the NRC as soon as practical and, in
all cases, within.4 hours of the occurrence of any-event or condition'that
results in manual or automatic actuation of any Engineered Safety Feature,
including the reactor protection system.

The inspector discussed this with the licensee several times, Finally, the
shift supervisor made the notification report to the NRC. The licensee deemed
that this was a conservative call. NRC management has determined that this
was not conservative, but required under the Code. Failure to inform the
resident inspectors of an impending plant shutdown and reactor scram and
failure to report without NRC intervention are both examples of poor
communications.

Following the reactor scram, operators entered the drywell and determined that
Manual Isolation Valve IE12*VF039C had developed a packing leak and was
leaking into the motor instrumentation junction box. The plant was placed in
cold shutdown and tests were performed to verify that the recirculation pump
was in good condition. No problems were noted when the motor was inspected.

2.4 Conclusions

The licensee's identification and correction the cause of the three shutdown
cooling isolations and addressing-of the generic aspects of the failure was
appropriate to the circumstances.

Plant management implemented a good response to the approach of Hurricane
Andrew, Relevant concerns were addressed and appropriate storm preparations
were made. Throughout the period of storm preparations and actual storm
conditions, the shift supervisors on duty performed competently and
professionally.

Poor communications with the NRC were observed prior to and following the
reactor scram on September 11. The licensee did not notify the resident
inspectors of the impending plant shutdown and the scram was not reported
until the NRC intervened.

3 OPERATIONAL SAFETY VERIFICATION (71707)

This inspection _ effort was performed to ensure that the facility was being
operated safely and in conformance with license and regulatory requirements
and to ensure that the licensee's management control system was effectively
discharging its responsibilities for continued safe operation. The inspector
completed selective examinations of licensee activities to the maximum extent
practicable by direct observation of safety significant activities and
equipment,-tours of the facility, interviews and discussions with licensee
personnel, independent verification of safety system status and limiting
conditions for operation, corrective actions, and review of facility records.

3.1 Control Room Tours

s

a
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The inspectors observed operational activities and routinely verified that
proper control room staffing was maintained, access to the control re ; was
properly' controlled, and operator attentiveness was commensurate witi, the
plant configuration and the activities in progress. The operators were
ooserved adhering to approved procedures for ongoing activities. Licensee
upper managemant was routinely observed in the control room.

Routine observations of safety syste.m flow path alignments were performed from
both control room indications and local position checks. On September 21,
1992, the inspector locally verified that all the' emergency core cooling
subsystem suppression pool suction lines were properly aligned. While the
reactor was at power, daily control room tours were performed when the

-

inspectors were on site. These included reading operator logs, review of
instrument indications and recorder traces for abnormalities, observation of
operators performing routine evolutions, and review of documentation of
equipment problems. Panel indications were reviewed for the nuclear
instrumerts, emergency power sources, and radiation monitors to ensure
operability and operation within the Technical Specification limits.

The inspectors verified that the licensee was operating the plant in a normal
plant configuration, as required by the Technical Specifications and, when
abnormal conditions existed, that the operators were complying with the
appropriate limiting condition for operation action statements. The
inspectors verified the status of selected control room annunciators to ensure
that control room operators understood the status of the plant.

3.2 Plant Tours

The inspectors toured the roof and all elevations of the auxiliary building to
observe general housekeeping and equipment and safety-conditions. The
inspectors also toured the turbine and offgas buildings. All high radiation

and very aigh radiation doors were found to be locked. General housekeeping,
equipment condition, rad 4tW era et:dmet, anu system status were all
found to ba g W a;rtr,9 a tour of the control building, the inspector
reviu the condition and status of the control building charcoal filter
t'rhins, water chillers, and air handling units. The systems were found to be
in good condition and properly aligned, both mechanically and electrically.

On September 5, 1992, the inspector conducted tours with the diesel generator
building operator. The individual was found to have a good working knowledge
of his area and conducted thorough tours of the plant spaces. Each item on
the operator rounds log was verified, compared with previous readings, and
documented.

On September 22, the inspector toured the Division I diesel generator room.
The inspector noted several oil leaks, causing accumulations of lubricating
oil in drip pans and under the diesel platform. Rags were laid out to collect
some of the oil; however, a pile of oil-soaked rags was noted in the back of
the room and pools of oil were present. The inspector noted a jacket water
leak causing an accumulation of debris on the starting air header and several

,
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examples of rust. Additionally, one bolt on a structural hanger was found to
.

be missing. 1

!

The inspector noted that several of these items had not been documented on
maintenance work orders. The inspector notified the General Maintenance
Supervisor of these concerns. ,, complete report was written to evaluate and ;

correct the missing bolt. Although none of the items appeared to affect the
'

operability of the diesel, this is an example of poor plant housekeeping.
.

3.3 Loss of Control of Safequards Information
' '

_

On September 14, 1992, while reviewing routine mail, the inspectors identified
an unmarked document that appeared to contain Safeguards Information. The
document was a compilation of a series of quality condition reports written
during a recent quality assurance audit of the licensee's security program.
The inspector contacted the Nuclear Station Security Manager and turned the
document over to him.

The licensee determined that the audit report contained three quality
condition reports that had previously been determined to contain Safeguards
Information. Following the initial review and determination, twt' copies of
the audit report had remained in the quality assurance files. One file was a
locked Safeguards Information file cabinet, the other was a locked standard
file cabinet. Neither document was properly identified as Safeguards
Information.

Because the document was not stamped as Safeguards Information, quality
assurance personnel copied the file, placed one copy in a nonsafeguards,
locked file cabinet outside of the protected area and dispatched the other
copy via the site mailing system to the NRC Resident inspectors' office. The
mail processing was performed within the owner controlled area; however, this
was done in a processing center located outside of the protected area. The
site mailings were placed in an unlocked mail cubicle in the hallway of the
plants " brown warehouse." It appeared that the package remained _in the box
until September 14, when the' inspector removed it.

The inspector reviewed the document for the significance of the breach of
security. One of the documented findings discussed a vulnerability of the
plant physical security. Two of the findings described weaknesses in the
contingency actions and training of officers. Although the findings contained
quotes from the security plan and discussed weaknesses that were obvicusly
Safeguards Information, the documentation was vague enough that it probably
would not have significantly assisted an individual from gaining unauthorized
or undetected access to the protected area.

Failure to properly control Safeguards Information is a violation of
10 CFR Part 73.21 (458/9230-01).

3.4 Radiation Protection Activities

<
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During plant tours, the inspector verified that: selected activities of the
licensee's radiation protection program were properly implemented; radiation
and contaminated areas were properly posted and controlled; and radiation
protection personnel were observed touring work areas to ensure that the
program was properly implemented. A sampling of the posted radiation wcrk
permits verified that the permits contained appropriate information to ensure
that work could be performed in a safe and controlled manner.

The inspector reviewed the radiological controls required by Radiation kork
Permit 92-0006, " Routine Sampling and Chemistry Analysis." Appropriate
surveys had been taken, control point briefings were good, and sufficient
coverage was provided. The knowledge level of the radiation protection
checkpoint technicians with respect to ongoing activities and radiation
conditions was considered to be good.

3.5 Engineering Backlog

The inspector reviewed the licensee's performance monitoring program
Management Report dated August 14, 1992. The review included the evaluation
of the licensee's engineering backlog. The licensee has been performing a
backlog reduction program based on total quality management techniques. The
manegers have set goals, and performance indicators are evaluated on a weekly
basis. This review included an evaluation of the following work requirements
on design engineering:

* Modification Requests
e Open Authorized Modification Requests

Document Change Only Modification Requests' *
e Prompt Modification Requests
e Design Document Changes

The inspector determined that no adverse trends existed for these reviews over
a 6 month period from January through July 1992. Most categories exhibited
improving trends. This included a decrease in the number of open prompt
modification requests. Over the last 1 1/2 years, the licensee has reduced
their backlog of prompt modification requests from greater than 60 to 27,
including those greater than 3 years old from 13 to 7. Those remaining have
been evaluated by the licensee to be in a stable condition with a low
potential for aging or adverse impact to the plant. The inspector discussed
these areas with the licensee and determined that stable or decreasing trends
had continued during August and September.

In addition to the areas addressed above, the engineering department had
reduced its backlog of open condition reports, even throughout the outage.
Overdue operating experience reviews were eliminated, and the backlog of
General Electric service letters had been reduced from 56 to 20 over the last
year.

3.6 Review of Plant Startup Activities
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On September 5-6, 1992, the inspector observed the control rod pulls and
initial criticality of the reactor following the fourth refueling outage. The
operators were in controi of the startup, including control room environment -
and activities by support organizations. The guidelines of the reactor
engineer were followed and the approach to criticality was slow and
controlled. Plant parameters were being observed and maintained within
acceptable bounds.

Following the shutdown discussed in paragraph 2.2 of this report, the licensee
again took the reactor critical on September 15. The inspector observed
portions of the heatup and pressurization, noting that the heatup rate limits
of Technical Specifications were not exceeded. The operators were attentive
to plant conditions and conservatively suspended the startup whenever -

necessary to correct minor plant deficiencies prior to continuing the heatup.

During the heatup, while the operators were attempting to place Main Feedwater
Pump .C in service, reactor water level increased to the Level 8 setpoint,
which tripped _the feedwater pump. The pump had been under test to verify
proper operation of the bypass miniflow valve and only two condensate
demineralizers were in service at the time. Typically, to place the feedwater
pump in service, the auxiliary panel watch ensured there were at least
three demineralizers in service. The licensee explained that, with long-cycle
recirculation in effect, low feedwater pump suction pressures were probably
experienced, creating instability and slower response of the feedwater
regulating and startup feedwater regulating valves, thus causing an overshoot
of. reactor vessel level. When the inspector inquired as to intended root
cause corrective action, the licensee informed the inspector that a check list
or procedural step would be added to ensure that the minimum number of
condensate demineralizers would be in service to accommodate placing feedwater
pumps in service. This action appeared to be appropriate.

3.7 Review of Boiling Water Reactor Power Oscillations
.

On August 15, 1992, Reactor Unit 2, at the Washington Public Power Supply
System, experienced a power instability event-similar to the event at the
LaSalle plant, as documented in NRC Bulletin 88-07. The event was unique
because the power oscillations occurred wall outside the normally accepted
instability region of the power-to-flow map. For this reason, the inspector
reviewed the licensee's design to better determine that such an event would
not occur at River Bend Station.

At Washington Public Power Supply System, the plant must follow the
preconditioning interim operating management recommendations. For this
reason, all the shaping rods are pulled closer to target positions during low
flow operations. This causes a large flux peak at the bottom of the reactor.
Bottom peaking increases the friction across the hottest bundles and increases

| the chances of flow and power instability. In order to control power, it was
necessary to insert control rods on the reactor periphery.

|
At River Bend Station, the cere is composed of 100 percent barrier fuel. This
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fuel does not require preconditioning interim operating management
recommendations be followed. Therefore, the licensee is free to choose a rod
pattern which forces-the flux peak to the top of the' core during low flow
conditions.

The licensee discussed several other less significant differences that improve
the low flow core stability at River Bend Station. For example, they do not
have recirculation pump resonance problems. The inspector concluded that
flow / power oscillation events should not occur at River Bend Station outside
of the accepted instability region of the power-to-flow map.

3.8 Conclusions

The operators' routine activities and communications in the control room were
good.

Housekeeping on the Division I diesel generator was poor, including oil and
jacket water leaks.

One violation was identified for failure to control Safeguards Information
outside the protected area.

Control of radiation protection areas and radiation protection activities in
general were considered to be good.

The engineering backlog of review items was noted to be stable or decreasing,
which was a strength.

The operators maintained the plant in a controlled stable condition, with one
minor exception during both plant startups this inspection perioo.

The licensee performed an excellent lessons-learned review of.the power
oscillation event at Washington Public Power Supply System.

4 MAINTENANCE OBSERVATION (62703)

This inspection effort provided the direct observation-necessary to ascertain
that maintenance activities of safety-related systems and components are being
conducted in accordance with approved procedures, Technical Specifications,
and appropriate industrial codes and standards.

4.1 Replacement of Safety-Related Contactors

-Or. September 17, 1992, the inspector observed the work performed under
Maintenance Work Order R153745, " Replace Heater Power Contactors on
1HVC*CHlB." The equipment was properly removed fr . service and Technical
Specification Limiting Condition for Operation 3.7.2.a was being observed.
The work was being performed to renlace the four contactors with a potentially
defective design with contactors that were not-suspect. The problem was
identified in a 10 CFR Part 21 repet submitted to the NRC from Nutherm

.. -
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International. The licensee had documented this deficiency in Condition
Report 92-0501.

The craftsmen appeared to be knowledgeable of their work. The inspector
verified that their training records were up to date and that the appropriate
on-the-job training had been~ completed by each individual. The craftsmen were
following the specific ~ job plan and General Maintenance Procedure GMP-0042,
" Circuit Testing and Lifted Leads and Jumpers." The job was well controlled
by the craftsmen.

The inspector verified that the contactors had been properly procured and were
designated for safety-related usage. The digital multimeter and the clamp-on
multimeter were both approved for use by the licensee's measuring and test -

equipment program and both had valid calibration stickers. Lifted lead tags
were noted to be in place prior to any replacement activities.

The inspector reviewed and verified Clearance RB-1-92-4327. The clearance was
appropriate to remove shock risk during the maintenance activity. The foreman
walked down the clearance boundary prior to the commencement of work and
verified that the appropriate cleanliness boiandaries were established. The
craftsmen verified that power had been removed from the circuits prior to
work.

Quality control hold points were appropriately observed. The quality control
inspector performed the appropriate inspections and maintained a good level of
coverage. The inspector reviewed the quality control inspection reports
following the job and determined that they were of good quality. The
referenced drawing was out and in use throughout the evolution.

Following the replacements, an operational test was performed to verify the
proper operation of the heater circuits. Initial testing identified a blown4

fuse. Following fuse replacement, operators turned on the circuit and the
technicians checked that the proper running amperage was being drawn. The
inspector reviewed Drawing 0216.200-113-033 and determined that this was an
appropriate postmaintenance test.

4.2 Conclusions

The electrical technicians were knowledgeable of the maintenance activity and
maintained. control over the work. The control of lifted leads and the quality
control coverage was good. An appropriate postmaintenance test was performed.

5 SURVEILLANCE OBSERVATIONS (61726)

This inspection effort was designed to ascert , oy direct observation of
licensee-activities, whether surveillance of safety significant systems and-
components were being conducted in accordance with Technical Specifications
and other requirements.

5.1 Testing for Gaseous Radioactive Effluents

: -
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On September 10, 1992, the inspector observed portions of the performance of
Chemistry Section Procedure CSP-100, " Chemical / Radiochemical Technical
Specification Surveillances." The portions inspected included the evaluation
of radioactive gaseous effluents from the fuel building vent. This procedure
met the requirements for the determination of the iodine, tritium, and
particulate radionuclides in the fuel building ventilation exhaust duct in
accordance with Technical Specification 4.11. 2.1. 2, Tabl e 4. ll . 2.1. 2-1. B.

Initially, the inspector observed the performance of Chemistry Operating
Procedure COP-0046, " Sampling Gaseous Effluents via the Wide Range Gas
Monitors." All precautions and prerequisites were verified to be met. The
technician obtained the sample filter paper and charcoal cartridge from the
Filter Process Stream A. Care was taken not to cross-contaminate the samples.
Sample flow rates were obtained from the digital radiation monitoring system
for calculational purposes.

The chemist was knowledgeable of the activity and performed the appropriate
valve manipulations. All necessary data was recorded appropriately and the
samples were properly controlled to prevent the spread of contamination. New
filter media was installed in the system and the monitor was returned to
service. The technician then performed the appropriate flow and leak checks
in accordance with Section 8.3 of the procedure.

Finally, the chemist transported the semple to the chemistry lab for analysis
and completed the gaseous effluent sampling history record. The inspector
verified that the chemist was qualified to perform these tasks in accordance
with Chemistry Section Procedure CSP-0003, " Chemistry Personnel
Qualifications," as required.

5.2 Conclusions

The chemist was knowledgeable of CSP-0003 requirements and performed the
appropriate valve manipulations.

6 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE SYSTEM WALKDOWN (71710)

This inspection activity involved the independent verification, by the
inspector, of the status of an engineered safety feature system. At least
once every 6 months, a detailed walkdown of a representative sample of the
accessible portions of the selected system components is performed to verify
system operability.

6.1 Reactor Water Cleanup System Verification

Throughout this inspection period, the inspector continued the evaluation of
the reactor water cleanup system that was previously started, as documented in
NRC Inspection Report 50-458/92-26. The inspector verified that the Piping
and Instrumentation Drawings PID-26-3A and -3B " Reactor Water Cleanup and
Filter," matched System Operating Procedure SOP-0090, " Reactor Water Cleanup
System." The drawings were then verified against portions of the as-built

- _ _.
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plant, including a 100 percent walkdown of the Category I reactor coolant
system pressure beurdary piping. For nonaccessible areas, the inspector-
reviewed the controlled copy of the SOP-0090 valve lineup checklist and noted
that qualified operators had aligned the system prior to plant startup
following the fourth refueling outage. Additionally, this alignment was
independently verified by a second cperator.

For those areas walked down, the inspector determined that the system was
aligned properly for the plant conditions and that the motor-operated valves
were in good repair. Hancers and supports were properly made up and aligned
correctly, and pins were .n place, as necessary. Also, hydraulic snubbers
were free to move, as necessary. Valves in the system were noted to be
installed correctly and did not exhibit packing leaks, bent stems, missing
handwheels, or improper labeling. Instrument lines were properly sloped to
provide for valid indications.

le inspector verified the system alignment from the local control panels.
All valves were in correct alignment for the plant conditions. Flow and
temperature indications were as expected, indicating that the system was
functioning properly. Remote position indication verified that power was
available. to the motor-operated valves, with one exception. The inspector
observed that Local Panel 1G36-P002 was not properly lamped. Approximately
22 light bulbs were burned out on.the panel. Each indicator contained
two light bulbs in case one burned out; however, nine indicators had both
bulbs burned out such that no indication was given, In addition, some bulbs
were so dim that, although light could be seen from the panel, the inspector
could not verify the position of five valves.

The inspector discussed the above probl.em with the Operations Supervisor. The
licensee responded that this panel has traditionally blown fuses and that
operators were reluctant to change the light bulbs. During a demineralizer
backwash sequence, the licensee replaced the light bulbs. This process caused
three fuses to blow.

The system engineer wrote Condition Report 92-0802 to document the recurring'

problems. The inspector determined that this problem did not affect the
operability or safety status of the system and that alternate indications were
available to_the operators. However, this is an example of poor plant
housekeeping and a lack of management attention to a long-term plant problem.

The inspector verified the proper breaker position at all local electrical
boards. Additionally, the licensee opened the interior of three electrical
cabinets, including the breaker housings, to allow for visual inspection. No

debris, loose material, jumpers, or evidence of rodents was observed.

During the walkdowns, the inspector verified that the instrumentation was
functioning and that significant process parameter valves were consistent with
those normally' expected. Additionally, 20 percent of the process instruments
were selected for verification of instrument valve alignments. The inspector
also verified that these instruments were within their current calibration
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schedules.

6.2 Conclusions

One local reactor water cleanup system control panel exhibited poor
housekeeping and lack of management attention to a long-term plant problem.
The remainder of the reactor water cleanup system was in proper alignment and
in good material condition.

7 RELIABLE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL DURING OUTAGES (TI 2515/113)

The objective of this temporary instruction was to review licensee activities
during reactor plant outages that had the potential for contributing
significantly to a loss of capability to remove decay heat from the reactor
and to provide this.information to the Reactor Systems Branch in the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation for their review. Activities identified that may
have had a negative impact on safety were to be reviewed by the Regional
office and the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation for discussion with the
licensee. No negative findings were identified.

7.1 Previous inspection Activities

Throughout the fourth refueling outage and the main generator repair outage,
the inspectors reviewed the licensee's actions and considerations taken to
ensure reliable decay heat removal capability during plant outages. As
documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/91-33, the inspectors verified that
vital ac and dc electrical panels were properly aligned and that standby
service water was available for the standby diesel generators.

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's Level 11 schedule for the fourth
refueling outage and verified redundancy and safeguarding of power supplies,
decay heat removal systems, and containment and makeup water systems as
documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/92-08.

In NRC Inspection Report 50-458/92-18, the inspectors documented that the
licensee had developed and implemented contingency procedures to compensate
for a loss of spent fuel pool cooling while the reactor was defueled.
Additionally, the inspectors noted that activities in the vicinity of the
switch yard were controlled by procedures and included spotting observers to
assist heavy equipment operators in avoiding electrical towers and lines.

Finally, the inspectors documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/92-26 that
'he licensee had evaluated the effects of the upper fuel pool cooling assist
.aode of Residual Heat Removal System B and that the licensee maintained
two emergency core cooling systems available to inject water into the reactor,
if necessary. Licensee methods of temperature verification during this mode
of cooling the, reactor were also reviewed and documented.

7.2 Plant Observations
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Throughout the fourth refueling outage, the inspectors verified-the
availability of offsite and onsite power systems and decay heat removal
systems. During this inspection period, the plant was maintained in normal
shutdown cooling with the exception of several engineered safety features
isolations. These isolation events are described in parsgraph 3.3 of this
report.

The inspector- reviewed the licensee's controls for work at the Fancy Point
Substation delineated in Operations Policy 9, " Protection of Offsite Power."
This procedure required that the River Bend Station shift supervisor approve
all work in the switch yard. The inspector noted on several occasions that
this requirement was properly implemented.

On September 4, 1992, the inspector verified the mechanical readiness of all
three standby diesel generators, including. fuel oil levels, start air
pressures, and the proper dc power backed up by battery. Throughout the
inspection period, the inspector observed that operator briefings were being
given prior to evolutions that could affect electrical power availability.
Additionally, the licensee removed the diesel generators from.an operable
status any time that attendant equipment was inoperabie during the outage.

7.3 Review of Level II Schedule Changes.

During this inspection period, the inspector reviewed the activities of the
Nuclear Safety Advisory Group. Throughout the outage, this group' reviewed
changes to the Level II outage schedule to ensure that appropriate levels of
shutdown safety were being maintained. The recommendations were supplied to
the Plant Manager. The inspector noted that, several times, the group had
recommended not to change the Level II schedule. These recommendations were
always followed by the Plant Manager.

.

The inspector reviewed the specific proposed changes discussed below.

7.3.1 Offsite Power Outage Review

The plant staff proposed that a plannem outage of the Reserve Station Service
No. 2 line (offsite power) be moved to later in the outage. The group
recommended that the outage should not be performed until reactor water level
was stabilized during the reactor coolant system decontamination activities.
This reduced the risk of draining the reactor vessel and reduced radiation
levels inside containment.

i Additionally, the group recommended that River Bend Station personnel cover
the switchyard work around the clock until the lines were restored. This

L effort reduced the probability of a loss of offsite power as a result of the
switchyard maintenance activities.4

i The plant accepted and implemented these recommendations.

L 7.3.2 Reduction in Plant Cooling Water Review
|

|-
!
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The plant staff' proposed to secure and lockout the running and reserve standby.
service water pumps for a duration of 4 to 12 hours to support freeze seals
being performed on the service water system. This was proposed at a time that
the entire core was offloaded to the spent fuel pool, which provided
additional heat loading on the spent fuel pool coolers. These coolers
received cooling water from the standby service water system.

The group determined that the evolution was not acceptable. The concerne
included no cooling to the active diesel generator and no control building .
heating ventilation and air conditioning. The latter could have had effects
on the dc batteries and power supplies, as well as relaying in the safety-
related load centers.>

The plant staff accepted the recommendation and performed an alternative
evolution.

Based on the review of these plant proposals, the inspector determined that
the Nuclear Safety Advisory Group was performing an excellent level of reviews
and was effecting a reduction of the overall shutdown risk.

7.4 Conclusions

The inspector deternined that the licensee had evaluated those activities that
had the potential for contributing significantly to a loss of capability to
remove decay heat from the rcactor during outages. Based on their evaluation,

the licensee was continuously monitoring the availability of safety systems
and backup power throughout the outages. The licensee's efforts have
significantly effected a reduction of.the overall shutdown risk at the River -

Bend Station.

8 VERIFICATION OF PLANT RECORDS (TI 2515/115)

The objective of this temporary instruction was to evaluate each licensee's
ability to obtain accurate and complete log readings from either licensed or
nonlicensed operators and other plant personnel. This was accomplished by
comparing a representative sample of required room entries against security
access records.and evaluating the findings.

8.1 Review of Plant Records

During this inspection period, the inspector performed records reviews to
determine if practices of individuals performing surveillances and log entries.
at River Bend Station were such that there was a potential for record
falsification to occur. The inspector selected records of specific log
entries from routine plant rounds or surveillance activities. Each log entry
had required the individual to pass through one or more vital island or-
monitored doors within the protected area, and to make one or more log
ent-ies. The inspector retrieved the security access records for each of the
individuals. The records were then compared with each log entry selected to
determine if the individual had entered-the monitored room, as required.
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The inspectors selected records of-logkeeping and surveillance entries dating
from June 28 through August 31, 1992. These records were reviewed and a-
sampling of specific log entries were chosen for comparison. The sample
included log entries made by 71 individuals from the operations, radiation
protection, security, and fire protection organizations. The total number of
required room entries associated with these records exceeded 250 entries. The
doors selected included entry doors for the primary containment, fuel
building, auxiliary building, diesel generator building, control building,
standby service water cooling tower, main control room, and the normal
switchgear building. The selected records were spread out between different
weeks and included both day and night shifts. No discrepancies were noted.

8.2 Review of Fire Watch Loqs

Although no discrepancies between logs and key card records were identified,
the inspector identified that only 30 days of fire watch route lo9s were being
maintained. Fire Protection Procedure FPP-0070, " Duties of Fire Watch,"
reouired that the appropriate Maintenance Supervisor shall retain those logs
for 60 days, after which time they should be disposed.

The Electrical Maintenance Supervisor informed the inspector that normally.
70-100 days of logs were maintained. The licensee initiated Condition
Report 92-0766 to determine why the logs were not properly maintained.

Technical Specification 6.8.1 requires that written procedures be established
and implemented covering the fire protection program implementation. Failure
to properly implement FPP-0070, in that only 30 days of fire watch route
sheets were maintained, is a violation.

The licensae performed an investigation, as documented in Condition
Report 92-0766. The investigation revealed that the fire watch route logs
were inadvertently thrown away when the location-and rtute sheets were being
transferred to new binders. An unsuccessful search war made to locate the-
missing route logs. The licensee counselled the firewatch personnel on the
importance of properly maintaining all log books neatly and orderly and with
attention to detail when disposing-of logs beyond the retention period.
Additionally, a technician on each shift was designated with the
responsibility for the maintenance of the firewatch logs.

.

To prevent recurrence, the licensee developed a process of maintaining the log
books, which separate the fire watch location logs from the fire watch route
logs. The logs will be purged every 2 weeks by the designated shift
technician. - Additionally, the licensee performed more comparisons of the
firewatch logs to the key card activity to verify the correctness of tne
firewatch signatures. No discrepancies were identified during this review.

This violation of procedure is not being cited because the criteria specified
in Section VII.'B.1 of Appendix C to 10 CFR Part 2 have been met.

8.3 Conclusions
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The practices' of individuals performing surveillances and log entries at River
Bend Station were appropriate and no discrepancies were identified when
reviewed against security access records.

One noncited violation was identified for failure to maint;' awatch route
logs in accordance with fire protection procedures.

9 FOLLOWUP OF CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FOR A VIOLATION (92702)

9.1 (Closed) Violation 458/9126-01: Operation of the Plant with Both Trains
of the H_ydrogen Mixing System inoperable

On September 18, 1991, the licensee determined that the hydrogen mixing
systems would not function, as designed. During a routine procedure review,' a
contract employee determined that the outlet valves would not stay open
following manual system initiation with a loss of coolant accident signal
present because, contrary to the Updated Safety Analysis Report description,
the signal was not automatically bypassed. Instead, the valves would cycle
open and closed because of the presence of both open and close signals. This
cycling of the valves would also trip the recirculation fans. Therefore, the
hydrogen mixing systems had not been operable, as required by Technical
Specification 3.6.6.2, for the life of the plant.

The review of this event, system design, and initial corrective actions taken
by the licensee were all documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/92-26.
The inspector concluded that, uper discovery of the design implementation
error, the licensee's response, correcthe action, and level of management
involvement was superior.

In addition to these * itial corrective actions, the licensee committed to the
following long-term cwrective actions in their violation response letters
dated December 20, 1991, and January 20, 1992:

Permanently modify the wiring to parmit the opening of the outlet valves*

post-accident.

* Review the seven other systems with loss of coolant accident override
signals.

Perform a 100 percent design :onsistency verification of primary*

electrical and logic diagNms for safety-related systems.

Periodically retest the hydrogen mixing system, including valve*

manipulation and starting of the fans, to be performed as part of t.he
integrated emergency core cooling systems surveillance test.

The inspector reviewed Modification Request 91-0101, " Override LOCA Signal for
Manual Initiation of the Hydrogen Mixing System." The modification allowed
the operation of the system as originally intended. This function was
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depicted on Logic Diagram LDK-27-24A.

The-inspector reviewed Elementary Wiring Diagram ESK-6 CPM 02. The inspector
verified that: the valves could be opened by the operators if needed during
plant operations; the valves would receive a close signal in case of a loss of
coolant accident; the operator could override the loss of coolant accident
signal and reopen the valves to place the system in service; and the valves
would not reclose should a second loss of coolant accident signal be received.
Additionally, the inspector verified portions of the modification wiring in
the control room termination cabinets.

The licensee reviewed the following system logic diagrams to ascertain that
all loss of coolant accident signal override features were included in the
elementary wiring diagrams for these systems:

e Standby Gas Treatment LSK-27-15

e Control Building Air Condit Qning LSK-22-9.1

e Fuel Building Ventilation LSK-22-6

e Reactor Plant Sampling System LSK-21-2

e Service Water System LSK-9-10.3

e Air Startup Standby Diesel Generator LSK-12-4

e Reactor Building Ventilation LSK 22-1.5 and LSK 22-1.6

The results of this design consistency review did not identify any mismatch
between the logic diagrams and the elementary wiring diagrams that might have
an operational impact. However, the licensee discovered several minor
inconsistencies. Therefore, the licensee committed to perform a 100 percent
design consistency verification for safety-related systems.

The inspector reviewed the letter from Stone and Webster Engineering
Corporation +- the licensee, which documented the 100 percent verification.
The contractor stated that a number of discrepancies were identified and
evaluated indepth;'however, it was concluded that no-operability concerns
existed. The inspector evaluated the four discrepancies considered the most-
significant and found that system operability was not affected.

Finally, the inspector reviewed Surveillance Test Procedures STP-309-0601,
" Division ~II 18 Month ECCS Test," and STP-309-0602, " Division II 18 Month ECCSt

' Test." Both procedures have been revised to require that the hydrogen mixing
system be initiated while the loss of coolant accident signal is present.
Both revised procedures were satisfactorily performed during the fourth
refueling outage.

|
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10 ONSITE REVIEW OF LICENSEE EVENT REPORTS (92700)

10.1 (Closed) Licensee Event Report,91-018: Reactor Water Cleanup Isolation
Valve Stroked Closed, Cause Unknown, But May Have Been Operatrr Error

This licensee event report described an unanticipated engineered safety
feature actuation when Reactor Water Cleanup System Outboard Ist' tion Valve
G33*MOVF004 stroked closed, during a transfer of the reactor protection system
power supply. Approximately 4 mi,1utes later, while operators wore attempting
to restart the system, a second isolation occurred because of a faulty

' programmable controller. ,

Although the cause of the event was not determined, the licensee postulated
that the operator did not depress the isolation reset buttons hard enough or
long enough to ensure that the isolation relays reset properly. At the River
Bend Station, indicating lights are not provided to the operators on the main
control board when an isolation signal is present. Therefore, when the
ieactor water cleanup isolation signal is present, the operators can only
assume that the signal is reset after depressing the pushbuttons.

As corrective action, the licensee revised Abnormal Operating
Procedure A0P-0003, " Automatic Isolations." The revised procedure required
the operator to verify that the isolations have been reset using the emergency
response information system, prior to further system restoration. In
addition, the licensee committed to install indicating lights for each of the
isolation groups in the nuclear steam supply shutoff system adjacent to the
reset pushbuttons. This control room enhancement was scheduled to be
performed during the fourth refueling outage. However, the licensee deferred
this werk because of outage scheduling pressures. Implementation of this
modification will be tracked under the licensee's Commitment Tracking -

Number 09486.

The uafety significance of this specific event was low and the revision of
A0P-0003 provided the operator with an adequate level of indication.

10.2 (Closed) Licensee Event Report 92-016: Isolation of Containment
Isolation Valves - Engineered Safety Feature Actuation

,

<

This event was reviewed and documented in paragraphs 2.1.1, 2.1.3, and 2.1.4
of this report. No further inspection activities are deemed necessary.

10.3 (Closed) Licensee Event Report 92-017: Isolation of Containment
Isolation Dampers Caused by Fuse Failures During Surveillance Testing

This event was reviewed and documented in paragraph 2.1.2 of this report. No
further inspection activities are deemed necessary.

I
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ATTACHMENT 1

1 PERSONS CONTACTED

1.1 Licensee Personnel

R. Barnes, Supervisor, Codes and Standards
J. W. Cook, Technical Assistant Licensing
T. C. Crouse, Manager, Administration
W. L. Curran, Cajun Site Representative
R. C. Daley, ISEG Engineer
L. A. England, Director, Nuclear Licensing
P. D. Graham, Plar;t Manager
J. R. Hamilton, Director, Design Engineering

' W. C. Hardy, Supervisor, Radiation Protection
G. R. Kimmell, Supervisor, General Maintenance
D. N. Lorfing, Supervisor, Nuclear Licensing
1. M. Malik, Supervisor, Quality Operations
J. H. McQuirter, Licensing Engineer
W. H. Odell, Manager, Oversight
J. P. Schippert, Assistant Plant Manager - Operations, Radwaste and Chemistry
J. E. Spivey, Engineer, Senior Quality Assurance Engineer
K. E. Suhrke, General Manager, Engineering and Administration
R. J. Vachon, Senior Compliance Analyst
C. W. Walker, Supervisor, Quality Control
S. L. Woody, Director, Nuclear Station Secarity

1.2 Other Personnel Contacted

The personnel listed above attended the exit meeting. In addition to the *

above personnel, the inspectors contacted other personnel during this
inspection period.

_

l.3 NRC Personnel

W. Smith, Senior Resident inspector

2 EXIT MEETING

An exit meeting was conducted September 29, 1992. During this meeting, the
inspectors reviewed the scope and findings of the report. The licensee did
not identify as proprietary any information provided to, or reviewed by, the
inspectors.

At the exit meeting, the inspector stated that the manual reactor scram of
September 11 was reportable. In this event, the report was made by the
licensee only after significant NRC involvement. The licensee stated that
they did not believe that the event was reportable by regulation and that
their report was conservative.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ -


